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EDITORIAL 
 

 

 

Dear Reader, 

 

The shivering truth in Ali Cobby Eckerman’s memoir ‘Too Afraid to Cry’ reveals the mammoth human 

costs of biased policies. Such policies have created unforgiving stolen generations of indigenous people 

in Australia; their land was grabbed ruthlessly for ‘economic progress’, who are now marginalized 

from Australian ‘mainstream’. This is the case all most everywhere in the world as emerging modern 

economy heavily depends on land resource. Economic prosperity within western model always creates a 

voracious appetite for space for industrialization, infrastructure building and urban expansion. For 

centuries together ‘civilizations’ were built with core principle of exploitation, oppression and land 

grabbing. These have obnoxiously created dualism and division between the oppressor and the 

oppressed across the world. The entire colonial expansion was based on such faulty theory of economic 

progress, which failed to find any other alternative even in the contemporary period. This excludes, 

marginalizes and discriminates a vast number of people who simply remain voiceless and powerless in 

front of such mighty idea of ‘economic progress’.  

 

Expanding Asian countries like India and China are facing scarcity of land, specifically non-

agricultural land. Land acquisition has become a most vexing problem for policymakers especially in 

India. The colonial 1894 Land Acquisition Act was nothing but sheer reflection of power through which 

acres of lands were grabbed simply by disregarding the livelihood of many and had led to great human 

tragedy over time. Independent estimates place the number of people displaced following development 

projects in India since independence at 60 million. Only a third of these people were resettled in a 

planned manner. But history reverted in the recent past when this voiceless group gathered courage to 

raise voice together against such injustice. This is reflected in the last decade when India witnessed 

protests in Singur, Nandigram, Kalinganagar, Jaitapur, and Bhatta Parsaul, which have entered the 

human lexicon as poignant metaphors of social conflict. Finally during UPA II, the historic Right to 

Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013 

offered a genuine protection and expansion of the rights and interests of these poor and vulnerable - as 

seen in its decentralized, participatory and time-bound approach, its emphasis on a just and informed 

and transparent process, inclusion of hitherto ignored aspects like rehabilitation and resettlement, 

comprehensive compensation package, ensuring improvement in standards of living of the all affected. 

But this Act is now at peril, as the new government attempted to amend it through ordinance route to 

revert back to ‘economic progress’ the idea which suits the billionaires. The cover story of this Policy 

Watch debates the insights of this amended Act, which in the long run will continue to strengthen our 

already tainted, divided and unequal society. It therefore leaves the question in readers’ mind for an 

alternative for the millions of unheard masses in India.  

 

Hope our readers will find this piece useful in the pretext when India’s journey is at the cross-road. 

 

 

 

Rakhee Bhattacharya 

Associate Director, RGICS  
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Between Growth and Inclusion: Consequences of Land Acquisition in India 
 

Introduction 

 

Landlessness and rural poverty have been closely linked since land is a principal asset in India. Landlessness is often 

linked with insecurity, indebtedness and powerlessness of the majority of rural households. It causes a spiral of 

impoverishments. Land is therefore not just an economic input and resource, but an essential component of human 

dignity and well-being. The landholding pattern still is a major determinant of economic strength, social power 

structure and hierarchy in a country like India. 

 

On December 29, 2014, the Ordinance (henceforth referred to as 2014 Land Ordinance) to amend the Right to Fair 

Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act 2013 (henceforth referred 

to as 2013 Act) was passed by the BJP-led NDA Government. In its seven months in office, the government has used 

the ordinance route six times already due to a lack of majority in the Rajya Sabha. Without even introducing the Bill 

in the Parliament, the government resorted to the ordinance route, citing parliamentary logjam. This move has been 

severely criticized as a clear violation of parliamentary norms as Ordinances are issued only in emergency situations. 

(NDTV, 2015) The 2014 Land Ordinance was officially aimed at mitigating “procedural difficulties” in implementing 

the 2013 Act and thereby speeding up developmental and security-related projects. (Frontline, 2015)  

 

This cover story aims to evaluate the land acquisition scenario in the country and highlight the undemocratic exercise 

of power by the NDA Government to serve the interests of the corporate industry.  

 

Highlights of the 2014 Land Acquisition Ordinance: 

 

 The 2014 Ordinance has exempted projects relating to national security, rural infrastructure, affordable housing, 

industrial corridors, and infrastructure projects under public-private partnership from undergoing a social impact 

assessment. This effectively exempts the bulk of land acquisitions from social impact assessment, nullifying the 

safeguards put in by the 2013 Act.  

 The Government has also exempted the above mentioned projects from stating ‘legitimate and bona fide public 

purpose’ for the proposed acquisition. The 2014 Ordinance, thus, removes independent verification of the public 

purpose for which land is being acquired, including explicit quantification of the benefits to the public. 

 The prohibition against acquiring irrigated and multi-cropland has been done away with, which potentially 

endangers food security provisions. 

 The ability of land owners whose land has been expropriated 5 or more years prior to the 2013 Act to benefit 

from the enhanced compensation under the 2013 Act has been diluted, by tweaking with the way the term ‘five 

years’ are calculated. A larger number of farmers would be paid compensation according to the archaic 1894 

Act. 

 The right given to farmers under 2013 Act to get back the acquired land, if it was not used for five years from 

the date of possession has been significantly diluted. 

 The amendment expands the scope for use of sovereign eminent domain power to include more private players. 

 Compensation and rehabilitation provisions have been made applicable to all land acquisition, extending even to 

the special laws exempted in the 2013 Act. However, in the absence of Social Impact Assessment, the full 

benefits of resettlement and rehabilitation will not be either calculated or provided to affected people.  

 It gives the Government sweeping residual powers to take any action necessary to support their interpretation of 

the Act, for five years.   
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Context 

 

The 1894 Land Acquisition Act, formulated during the British Raj, was a cleverly crafted colonial law to protect 

vested interests and to allow widespread land grab at the expense of the poor. The Act allowed the government to 

forcibly acquire land from private landholders for projects of public purpose. The Act only recognized the land title 

holders, completely disregarding the interests of those who, while do not hold title to the land, nevertheless depend on 

it for livelihood. It was silent on resettlement and rehabilitation of those displaced by the acquisition. It had loosely 

defined terms, such as public purpose and urgency clause, which constantly brought up the need for legislative 

determination of the terms. The determination of compensation was based on circle rates which were grossly outdated. 

The lack of people’s participation in the government’s decision to take up their land and delays involved in 

determination and payment of compensation were rampant. Due to the loopholes, the central and state governments 

could apply differential principles of compensation for land situated within the same state, depending upon the object 

of acquisition, thereby allowing for widespread exploitation and marginalisation of the poor. It was the forced 

acquisition of land over decades which much later led to massive protests. Thus, in places like Nandigram, Singur, 

Kalinganagar, Kakrapalli, Bhatta Parsaul, large scale protests led to severe conflicts and deaths of many. (National 

Alliance of People’s Movements, 2014) The exploitative impact of this outdated feudal legislation drove the UPA II 

government to bring in the historic Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation 

and Resettlement Act, 2013. 

 

With an aim to make the land acquisition process humane, participative, informed and transparent, the Congress-led 

UPA Government took the initiative to reform the process of land acquisition in India and introduced the 2013 Act 

after due consultation with all the stakeholders, over a period of seven years. The legislation went through two 

Parliamentary Standing Committees in 2007 and 2009; both headed by senior BJP leaders, Kalyan Singh and Sumitra 

Mahajan, and incorporated two amendments moved by senior BJP leaders. It was unanimously passed. (The Weekend 

Leader, 2015) 

 

However, the industry soon complained that the Act would prove detrimental to economic growth as it would create 

hindrances in speedy land acquisition for industrial projects. They criticized the legislation on grounds of being 

farmer-friendly but anti-manufacturing and anti-growth. (The Hindu, 2013) 

 

Land Acquisition Act, 2013 

 

The oppressive provisions of the 1894 Act allowed for large scale marginalization of the farmers as it left them with 

no choice and unjust compensation. For the first time, the 2013 Act focused on four main components 

 

 consent of landowners 

 compensation 

 resettlement & rehabilitation; and 

 procedures 

 

It put in place provisions so as to allow for compensation to be paid in accordance with the values determined by 

market forces. This ensured that the farmers would not be shortchanged for their land, on which their livelihood 

depended. The states could, additionally, add more benefits to the farmers. A broad definition of “affected families” 

was put in which included share-croppers, agricultural labourers and tenants whose primary source of livelihood stood 

affected. The claim for compensation of affected families was thereby addressed adequately. 

 

The perils that existed accruing to “eminent domain” were substantially curbed as the law stipulated the requirement 

of the consent of 80% of land-losers in cases of acquisition by the government for private companies and 70% in case 
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of public-private partnership projects, thereby safeguarding even the tribal communities. The Act introduced the 

determination of Social Impact and public purpose which included consultation with the concerned Panchayat, 

Municipality or Municipal Corporation. It mandated a Social Impact Assessment (SIA) to be carried out which would 

then be evaluated by an independent Expert Group so as to analyse the potential costs and benefits arising from the 

acquisition, including impact on the livelihood of those dependent on the land. An independent verification of the 

‘public purpose’ for which land is being acquired, including explicit quantification of the benefits to the public was 

required. It prohibited irrigated multi-crop land from being acquired except as a last resort, for the purpose of ensuring 

food security and minimising loss to agricultural land.  

 

It stated that any acquired land which remained unutilized after a period of 5 years was to be returned to the 

owner/legal heirs or Land Bank of the Government, thereby putting safeguards for farmers and preventing 

unwarranted acquisitions. The Act addressed historical injustices by applying the provisions of the Act retrospectively 

so that in cases where no award had been made, the proceedings could start afresh in accordance with the new Act. 

(EPW, 2015) This would allow a larger set of individuals to avail the enhanced compensation as mentioned in the Act.  

 

Industry Concerns 

 

However, the industry claimed that the Act could potentially increase the cost of acquisition manifold. S 

Gopalakrishnan, President, CII stated, “Cost of land acquisition is likely to increase by 3-3.5 times, making industrial 

projects unviable and raising costs in the overall Indian economy”. Industry honchos criticized the Act for swinging to 

the other extreme, and making land unaffordable for the already dwindling industry. They stressed that the 

government should instead facilitate the acquisition of land for the private sector for large scale projects relating to 

cement, steel etc, as the Act made it very difficult for big industrial projects, especially in the manufacturing sector to 

materialize. It was also claimed that the process of acquiring land was stretched by 4-5 years. By this time, the project 

would lose its relevance making it virtually impossible for any project to properly take off.  

 

These concerns, however, are based merely on assumptions and not facts. The cost of compensation has been 

exaggerated by the industry as being 2-4 times the actual market value. This is not true as the ‘market value’ is 

estimated on the basis of sale deeds of similar properties and these are undervalued. They pertain to past prices, and to 

save on stamp duty, the price quoted in sale deed is only a fraction of the actual value of the transaction. 

Consequently, even if the compensation is several times the sale-deed rates, it will still only be comparable to the 

actual market value. (The Economic Times, 2015) The India Infrastructure Report, 2009, released prior to the passing 

of the 2013 Act, stated that nearly 70% of the investment by India Inc. was stuck due to problems relating to land 

acquisition. (India Infrastructure Report, 2009) Therefore, there was no sudden or immediate backlog of projects 

because of the Act; these were already present in the system.   

 

Even before the Act had been fully implemented by either State or Union government, the NDA government created 

an impression that it is an impediment to the development needs of the country. There are several cases where land has 

been acquired under the garb of developmental projects, however no progress is made. For instance, in the Mukesh 

Ambani promoted SEZ in Navi Mumbai, no operations had taken place in 1,250 hectares of land at Dronagiri acquired 

in 2006. As of December 5, 2014, of the 491 approved SEZs, over 51,055 hectares, only around 40% are operational 

even after several years of land acquisition. In Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Maharashtra and West Bengal, developers 

had raised Rs. 6309.53 crores of loans through mortgaging SEZ lands, out of which 35% of the amount was utilized 

for purposes other than development of SEZs. The Ordinance has been formulated to specifically help these entities 

and it completely disregards the interests of the farmers. (Business Standard, 2014) (The Times of India, 2014) 
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Famers’ Voices 

 

RSS-affiliated Bharatiya Kisan Sangh (BKS) general secretary Prabhakar Kelkar said, "We suggested that a bank of 

barren and other similar land be made to put up industries. Why take fertile land from farmers for it?" (DNA, 2015) 

 

Sangh Parivar constituent Swadeshi Jagran Manch (SJM) national co-convener Ashwani Mahajan stated that the 

changes in the Act should be dropped to protect interests of farmers. He further said social impact assessment was an 

internationally accepted part of any land acquisition project, stressing that the Land Acquisition Act enacted under UPA 

was tabled after a series of consultations and was supported by BJP which was then in opposition. He added, “I hope 

good sense will prevail and government will amend it. It has to go to Parliament for passage”. (Indian Currents, 2015) 

 

According to Medha Patkar, activist, “The ordinance on land acquisition will allow land grabbers to deprive millions, 

destroy agriculture, horticulture, rivers, forests, tree cover and mangroves to extract minerals as well as ground water, 

without replenishment at a pace that will not leave anything for the next generation and is a big step against the farmers, 

workers, and all rural and urban poor communities. It is bound to affect the country's natural wealth and development 

priorities.” 

 
A section of farmers from Mysuru district wrote a letter to the PM in protest stating, “the earlier law had the provision of 

returning the land to the original owners if the land was not utilised within 5 years for the purpose it was originally 

meant. Every positive aspect of the original act has been repealed.” (The Hindu, 2015) 

 
All India Coordination Committee of Farmers Movement (AICCFM), while protesting against the 2014 land Ordinance, 

stated, “All the achievements made in last several decades in the interest of the Indian farmers have been undone in last 

240 days of NDA government. Farmer suicides in India are continuing despite many promises by the PM before the 

election that he would work for the Indian farmers.” (The Times of India, 2015) 

 
Conclusion 

 

The ordinance blatantly subverts the crucial distinction between public and private purposes. It widens the scope of 

private purpose acquisitions. The ordinance makes it legitimate to forcibly acquire land for private projects in health, 

tourism, cold storage sectors, SEZs. Since a plethora of projects have been exempted from the ambit of Social Impact 

Assessment, the participation of the local bodies/panchayats has effectively been removed. The government claims 

that the ordinance aims to balance a pro-famer approach with the development needs of society. However, this lacks 

credibility as the ordinance nullifies all the safeguards put in by the 2013 Act, such as the expert review, local consent, 

provisions for food security and the reversion of unutilized acquired land to the land owners. For rehabilitation and 

resettlement to be meaningful, the effects of the project on livelihood of the affected must be sincerely identified and 

documented. Under the 2013 law, this exercise was carried out as part of the SIA. By scrapping the SIA, the ordinance 

has rendered the rehabilitation and resettlement inconsequential, which is undeniably anti-farmer.  

 

While the demand for land for developmental projects needs to be addressed, it must not take place at the cost of those 

whose livelihood depends on the land. The private sector must look beyond land acquisition by the government and 

should instead focus on land purchase. It must not be the responsibility of the government to acquire land for big 

businesses which only focus on maximising their own profits. (iPleaders, 2014) The government has an equal 

responsibility towards those who might get dictated due to the interests of certain influential groups. In this regard, the 

ordinance only exacerbates the already bleak situation of equitable land ownership in the country. 
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It would have been a wise decision to experience the implementation of the 2013 Act for some time, before changing 

it drastically based on the cries of the industry. The ordinance shows ruthless and obvious disregard for the interests of 

the voiceless farmers, while the route taken for this legislation completely goes against the spirit of democracy itself.  
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More than 70% NREGA Wages Unpaid 

This Fiscal Year 
(Ruhi Tewari, The Indian Express, January 29, 2015) 

  

While the scope of the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural 

Employment Guarantee Act has consistently been tried to be 

reduced by the NDA Government, data with the Ministry of 

Rural Development show over 70% wages have not been 

paid on time under the scheme so far this financial year. The 

Act stipulates that payments accruing to MGNREGA work 

are to be made to workers within 15 days of completion of 

work. Delayed payments often causes distress to those 

seeking work and also discourages some from opting for 

work under it. 

  

 According to a presentation made during an internal review 

meeting of the scheme by the Rural Development Ministry 

earlier in January 2015, only 28.22% of wage payments have 

been made within the stipulated 15 days till December, and 

72% of the payments were delayed. Of the delayed payments, 

almost 9% were paid after 90 days. The data shows some of 

the worst performing states are West Bengal and Punjab 

where merely 8% of the wages were paid within 15 days. 

Only in six states, namely Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, 

Mizoram, Tripura, Jharkhand and Uttarakhand, more than 

half of the wages were paid within the mandated time frame. 

  

The delays have occurred despite steps taken to check them, 

including asking states to mandate responsibilities on 

functionaries causing delays and paying compensation to 

affected workers. According to the Ministry officials, the 

percentage of delays has been higher this financial year 

because of backlogs in releasing funds to states. Several 

states have faced serious fund shortages because of 

inadequate releases by the Centre, severely inhibiting their 

ability to pay wages on time. 

  

http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-others/more-than-

70-nrega-wages-unpaid-this-fiscal/  

Date accessed: 29.01.2015 

(Kasturi Mishra) 

 

Maharashtra’s Proposed Labour 

Reforms to Make Closures, Lay-offs 

Easy 
(Priyanka Kakodkar, The Times of India, January 24, 

2015) 

  

Maharashtra is expected to go for major labour reforms, 

making it the third BJP-ruled state after Rajasthan and 

Madhya Pradesh to do the same. Maharashtra’s labour 

department has proposed changes to the Centre’s Industrial 

Disputes Act, 1947 which will allow factories with less than 

300 workers to lay off staff or shut down without seeking 

government clearances. This would affect roughly 95% of its 

industrial units which would now be able to lay off workers 

or shut down without seeking prior permission. If this move 

goes through, approximately 39,000 of Maharashtra’s 41,000 

establishments would be exempted from clearances. In its 

current state, the waiver applies to units with less than 100 

workers. 

  

The proposed amendments dilute laws even for the few units 

which will stay within the scope of clearances for 

retrenchment. It suggests waiving prior state clearances for 

lay-offs in units with more than 300 workers if the employee 

is paid 60 days' compensation for each year of service. The 

labour department's proposals also suggest excluding smaller 

industries from the provisions of the Factories Act, 1948. The 

Act, which lays out the safety guidelines and working 

conditions, applies to units with more than ten workers in 

premises with power supply and 20 workers in premises 

without power. The amendment suggests raising the limit to 

20 and 40 workers respectively. As a result, many small-scale 

units would be removed from the purview of the regulation. 

Also, the labour department has suggested amendments to the 

Contact Labour Act, 1970. Currently, units with 20 or more 

contract workers are required to register with the 

government. The reform suggests increasing the bar to 50 or 

more workers. While the move is expected to increase 

contractual employment in small and medium industries, it 

will severely undermine the bargaining power of the workers. 

  

The amendments are considered among crucial state-level 

amendments to three Central labour laws suggested by the 

state’s labour department to boost flexibility for businesses in 

line with the Prime Minister’s ‘Make in India’ campaign. It is 

also said that this move will, somehow, boost employment. 

However, the trade unions’ concerns that the move will erode 

worker’s rights and increase unemployment must be 

addressed. 

  

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Maharashtra-labour-

reforms-seek-to-make-sacking-closures-

easy/articleshow/45997722.cms 

Date accessed: 29.01.2015 

(Kasturi Mishra) 

 

Drug Use in India 
(Dipti Jain and T.C.A. Sharad Raghavan, Livemint, 

January 29, 2015) 

 
Despite harsh measures, drug use in India is still very high. 

The Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment notes that 

there are over “3 million victims of various kinds of drug use 
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in India, excluding alcohol dependents, out of the 243 million 

drug users in the world in 2012.” National Narcotics Bureau 

stated that the number has been rising. 

 
In the last decade, there has been a 91.5% increase of 

convicts booked under drug laws. This is higher than those 

convicted for murder (48%) and rape (66%). Besides, 

harmful impact of drugs, they have also increased suicides. 

“The share of drug-related suicides in total suicides in the 

country increased from 1.3% in 2000 to 3.4% in 2013, 

official data show. The growth in drug-related suicides 

between 2011 and 2013 was a whopping 14.5%.” 

 
Punjab is the worst performing state with respect to drugs. 

60% of illicit drugs are confiscated in the state. Institute of 

South Asian Studies noted that at least 40% youth aged 

between 15-25 in Punjab , have fallen prey to drugs. 

The Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment is 

supporting 369 NGOs running 459 counseling and 

rehabilitation centres for drug users, which caters to about 3 

lakh people. Drugs being a behavioral problem, experts 

believe that substitute drugs can help in de–addiction. “Drugs 

such as Methadone and Buprenorphine are often prescribed 

in western countries to help victims rid themselves of their 

addiction.” 

 
http://www.livemint.com/Politics/ljnJqGRqUYLie2OGtzLTF

N/People-getting-high-bring-India-to-a-new-low.html 
Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 
(Shriyam Gupta)  
 

 
  

http://www.livemint.com/Politics/ljnJqGRqUYLie2OGtzLTFN/People-getting-high-bring-India-to-a-new-low.html
http://www.livemint.com/Politics/ljnJqGRqUYLie2OGtzLTFN/People-getting-high-bring-India-to-a-new-low.html
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Macro Economic Dimension of India 
Table 1: General Inflation Rates in Indian States: January 2015 (%)  

States Rural Urban General 

All India 4.71 5.32 5.00 

Northern Region    

Jammu & Kashmir 4.55 4.72 4.63 

Himachal Pradesh 4.66 4.07 4.53 

Punjab 5.87 5.01 5.48 

Chandigarh 4.18 6.04 5.97 

Uttarakhand 3.58 3.48 3.50 

Haryana 5.99 5.05 5.66 

Delhi 2.31 3.31 3.31 

Uttar Pradesh 4.13 4.49 4.24 

Western Region    

Rajasthan 6.16 4.49 4.29 

Gujarat 4.81 4.44 4.61 

Maharashtra 5.53 5.82 5.74 

Goa 7.15 4.63 5.87 

Lakshadweep 8.87 4.39 6.43 

Daman & Die 5.72 7.70 6.42 

Dadra Nagar & Haveli 2.68 2.73 2.65 

Central Region    

Madhya Pradesh 4.91 5.00 4.94 

Chattishgarh 3.85 6.24 4.64 

Southern Region    

Andhra Pradesh 3.68 5.48 4.42 

Karnakata 5.45 7.44 6.52 

Kerala 6.96 8.40 7.50 

Tamil Nadu 5.62 7.29 6.52 

Puducherry 4.97 6.38 6.01 

Andaman & Nicobar Island 9.33 2.12 5.63 

Northeastern Region    

Arunachal Pradesh 8.33 - - 

Assam 2.70 6.06 3.36 

Manipur 1.82 3.81 2.57 

Meghalaya 11.70 8.91 4.05 

Mizoram 4.48 3.66 4.05 

Nagaland 10.88 6.61 9.17 

Tripura 9.14 6.46 8.36 

Sikkim 2.93 7.35 3.88 

Eastern Region    

Bihar 4.75 3.23 4.50 

Jharkhand 1.17 2.94 1.76 

West Bengal 2.86 3.94 3.30 

Odisha 5.11 5.49 4.64 

Source: State-wise monthly inflation rates are estimated from year on year Consumer Price Index (CPI) data of MOSPI. There is one month time 

lag in CPI data (New Series 2010=100) provided by MOSPI, Government of India. 
 

Table 2: Inflation Analyses for Last Six Months: All India 

Months Rural Urban Combined 
August 2014 8.45 7.34 7.96 

September 2014 8.35 7.04 7.80 

October 2014 6.68 6.34 6.46 

November 2014 5.60 5.55 5.60 

December 2014 4.02 4.69 4.30 

January 2015 4.71 5.32 5.00 

The above table 2 shows that All India Inflation rates for rural, urban and combined sectors have seen continuous decline over the months from 

August 2014 to December 2014. While in January 2015, the rates have increased marginally across its rural, urban and combined sectors. 
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Finance Minister Hints at Not Raising 

Tax Rates, Sops for Manufacturing in 

the Upcoming Budget 
(Pioneer, January 24, 2015) 

  

Finance Minister hinted at not raising tax rates and 

providing incentives for manufacturing in the coming 

Budget while asserting that “structural changes” will have to 

be made to get the economy to 8-9 per cent growth. He also 

promised a stable tax regime that will not come up with 

unreasonable demand and change taxes retrospectively. 

Finance minister was interacting with the Global Corporates 

at the Davos Summit. 

  

While referring to various revenue sources for the 

government including divestment, dividend and spectrum 

sale, the Finance Minister said as economic activity picks 

up, the Government’s capacity to raise revenue will also 

increase. “I am not in favour of raising the rates of taxation 

as that could become counter-productive.”Finance minister 

further informed that incentivising manufacturing will be 

high on priority for the government. In order to ensure that 

the sector witnesses more growth, investment and does not 

lag behind. 

  

Finance Minister made it clear that his government will not 

come up with unreasonable demand and change taxes 

retrospectively, such tax demands do not earn the 

government any revenue, but give the government only a 

bad name and are completely counter-productive. 

  

http://www.dailypioneer.com/business/jaitley-hints-at-not-

raising-tax-rates-sops-for-mfg.html 

Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 

(Devyani Bhushan) 

 

Budget May Raise Import Duty on 

Electronics, Mobiles 
(Arup Roychoudhury & Jayshree P Upadhyay, Business 

Standard, January 26, 2015) 

  

Budget 2015-16 is likely to increase the import duty on 

mobile phones and laptops by 2-3% points. This is to push 

domestic manufacturing of these products. The present 

import duty on mobile phones across categories and laptops 

& desktop computers are fixed at 6% and 12% respectively. 

The increase in the rate of duty will fetch the government 

with additional revenue during the next financial year. 

 

Though the government is planning to do so in the hope of 

boosting domestic manufacturing and generating addition 

revenue, but some experts are of the view that this might not 

have much of an impact, at least in the short term. “The cost 

for domestic manufacturing in India, with excise duty and 

value-added tax (VAT), is one of the highest in any tax 

jurisdiction,” said Saloni Roy, senior director, Deloitte 

Haskin & Sells. “A marginal increase in duties might give 

only a limited push to domestic manufacturing of these 

products”, Roy said. “Unless there is a steep increase in 

import duty, the industry will continue to look at foreign 

markets for these products.” 

 

“The cost for manufacturing in India (with taxes) takes our 

liability to close to 25 per cent - much higher than the cost 

incurred in importing parts,” said an information technology 

executive. 

 

Similar steps were taken by the previous central government 

also, but had limited impact, as it is visible in the sharp drop 

in India’s production of mobile handsets. They levied tax at 

6% on imported mobile phones costing more than Rs 2,000 

apiece which was later in 2014 revised to cover all 

categories of phones. 

 

India imported 225 million mobile phones last year and the 

industry pegs the imports to grow by 15% next year, at 259 

million. On average, the number of laptop and desktop 

computers shipped to India every year stands at around 10 

million. 

 

http://www.business-standard.com/budget/article/budget-

may-raise-import-duty-on-electronics-mobiles-

115012600042_1.html 

Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 

(Shruti Issar) 

 

Centre Might Need Rs 57,000 crore 

Spending Cut to Meet Fiscal Target 
(Jayshree P Upadhyay, Business Standard, January 28, 

2015) 

  

The central government might need to cut on its spending by 

Rs 57,000 crore in 2014-15 in order to meet its fiscal target. 

Till November, the deficit stood at Rs 5, 25,134 crore, 

against the target of Rs 5, 31,177 crore. Thus in order to 

achieve its fiscal target, it might resort to expenditure cut. 

 

Jaitley said that “Revenue collections, which were affected 

due to low manufacturing in the last two-three years, are 

turning around and we hope to meet our fiscal targets,” but 

fiscal target still remains a challenge. He further added that 

“India was much better placed in terms of its current account 

deficit (CAD) and reserves looked robust. The CAD for 

2014 was 1.6 per cent of GDP and many global brokerage 

houses have pegged it at 0.3-1 per cent in 2015.” 

 

Centre had taken some steps (mentioned below) in the 

recent past to boost its revenue: 

● It increased the excise duty on petrol and diesel, 
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amid a dip in global oil prices and these increase in 

four excise duties since November are expected to 

generate additional revenue of Rs 21,000 crore in 

2014-15. 

● The government recently announced stake sales in 

four Public Sector Undertakings (PSUs) including 

Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited that were earlier 

not on the divestment roster. At the current market 

prices, this could generate revenue of Rs 18,000 

crore. Additionally, the government is planning to 

divest Rs 5,000 crore through an exchange-traded 

fund for PSUs. 

● Through telecom spectrum sales, government is 

also banking on Rs 45,000 crore in the present 

financial year. 

 

Despite these measures, the centre could still be facing a 

deficit of Rs 57,000 crore by the end of this financial year 

which then needs to be offset by expenditure cuts. 

 

http://www.business-standard.com/budget/article/govt-

could-need-to-cut-expenses-by-rs-57-000-cr-to-meet-fiscal-

deficit-115012701069_1.html 

Date Accessed: 29.01.2015 

(Shruti Issar) 

 

World Tourism Contributes to Global 

Economic Recovery says United Nations 

World Tourism Organization 
(United Nations, January 27, 2015) 

  

As per the United Nations World Tourism Organization 

(UNWTO), world tourism peaked in 2014 with the number 

of international tourists reaching 1.13 billion. The number of 

international tourists increased for the fifth consecutive year 

since the 2009 economic recession, with growth rate 

remaining above average. 

  

According to Taleb Rifai, the Secretary-General of 

UNWTO, “Over the past years, tourism has proven to be a 

surprisingly strong and resilient economic activity and a 

fundamental contributor to the economic recovery by 

generating billions of dollars in exports and creating 

millions of jobs.” 

  

The UNTWO Confidence Index shows that tourism outlook 

remains positive for the current year as well. According to 

UNWTO forecast, there will be an expected 4% increase in 

international tourists in 2015. World tourism is expected to 

grow more in Asia, the Pacific and the Americas in 2015. 

  

With the improvement in the global economic outlook and 

decrease in oil process, tourism in 2015 will receive a boost. 

Lower transportation costs and increased purchasing power, 

especially in oil importing countries, might lead to an 

increase in demand. 

  

Latest UNWTO figures showed that the strongest growth in 

tourism was witnessed in the Americas at 7% followed by 

Asia and the Pacific at 5%. Europe and Middle East 

witnessed 4% increase in international tourists, while Africa 

grew at a modest 2%. 

  

http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=49923#.V

Mh7RGiUf9R 

Date Accessed: 27.01.2015 

(Afreen Faridi) 

 

Government to Focus on Smaller Public 

Sector Units in its New Disinvestment 

Strategy 
(Indian Express, January 28, 2015) 

  

The government, up till now, has focussed mostly on selling 

its stake in a few big Public Sector Units (PSUs) to raise 

targeted proceeds from disinvestment. This disinvestment 

strategy, however, is a leading cause of loss to the 

Exchequer. The disinvestment plans for the current fiscal 

yielded a poor show, when the PSU stake sales in Coal India 

and ONGC “failed to materialize” and reap the desired 

results. In case of 5% stake sale in Steel Authority of India 

Ltd. the Centre raised only Rs 1,700 crore of the Rs 43,000 

crore target. 

  

The disinvestment strategy is set to undergo a change with 

the government shifting its focus on selling stakes in small 

PSUs rather than a few big PSUs. The department of 

disinvestment is setting to sell stakes ranging from 5% to 

10% in a number of small PSUs. PSUs such as Nalco, and 

NDMC Ltd. have been lined up by the aforementioned 

department for 10% disinvestment. 

  

The Centre is planning to sell stakes in a number of small 

PSUs to meet its sell-off target of over Rs 40,000 crore in 

this fiscal. 

  

http://indianexpress.com/article/business/business-

others/new-disinvestment-strategy-govt-to-focus-on-

smaller-psus-in-fy16/#sthash.wEh5J4BL.dpuf 

Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 

(Afreen Faridi) 
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Uttar Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir 

under Fire for Power Overdrawals 
(Siddharth Gupta, Financial express, January 28, 2015) 

  

The Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) has 

summoned officials from Uttar Pradesh Power Corporation 

Limited. They have been summoned for a hearing in the first 

week of February after the state defaulted in payment for 

excess electricity drawn from the national grid at various 

intervals during the past two years. Jammu & Kashmir 

power development department had also been summoned 

earlier this month for failing to pay up their dues. As per 

Northern Regional Power Committee data at the end of 

November last year, Uttar Pradesh still needs to clear dues 

of around Rs 1,936 crore, including UI charges and 

deviation settlement charges, while the figure for Jammu & 

Kashmir stood at around Rs 196 crore. 

  

According to Power System Operations Corporation 

(POSOCO), a wholly owned subsidiary of the Power Grid 

Corporation, breaking of grid discipline by states and 

overdrawing was a major cause behind the large scale 

blackouts in July 2012. Between January and November 

2014, Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, West 

Bengal, Kerala, Punjab and UP have repeatedly overdrawn 

from the grid in quantities as high as over 2 million units a 

day. 

  

However, while a few states overdrawing from the grid may 

not pose an immediate danger, a large number of states 

breaking grid discipline may lead to the kind of instability 

seen back in 2012. 

 

http://www.financialexpress.com/article/economy/uttar-

pradesh-jammu-kashmir-under-fire-for-power-

overdrawals/35809/ 

Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 

(Devyani Bhushan) 

 

World Mobile Body Warns against High 

Spectrum 
(Prahlad Rao, GovernanceNow, January 23, 2015) 

 

The Groupe Speciale Mobile (GSM) Association has come 

out strongly against the fixed base price established by the 

inter-ministerial panel of the Telecom Commission. It has 

joined the voice of India’s mobile service providers against 

the high prices and auction policy set by the government of 

India. The association represents over 800 mobile operators 

and allied industries from across the world. In their 

statement the association has said that the government’s 

move can lead to higher prices and an inferior mobile 

experience for users in the country. The Telecom Regulatory 

Authority of India (TRAI) had suggested a rate of Rs 2,720 

crore per Mhz for 3G spectrum, however the Telecom 

Commission ignored this suggestion and fixed the base price 

at Rs 3,705 crore, while also reducing quantum of airwaves 

being put up for auction. The commission has given out no 

reasons for going against the TRAI recommendations 

 

Tom Philips, Chief Regulatory Officer of GSMA, in his 

statement raised concerns about: the base price which is 

about 36 per cent higher than the price suggested by TRAI; 

and the government’s proposal to put 2x5 Mhz of spectrum 

in the 2100 Mhz band for auction, which goes against the 

GSMA and TRAI recommendations to auction 2x20 Mhz of 

spectrum. Doing this, he said, would lead to an auction 

process which is to “the disadvantage of India’s citizens”. 

He explained by saying that even though the higher auction 

prices may provide short-term revenue gains for the 

government, it will lead to delayed investment in mobile 

network infrastructure, which would eventually lead to 

higher retail prices and bad service. 

 

He also said that mobile broadband leads to socioeconomic 

benefits. According to GSMA Intelligence, in 2014 alone, 

the overall economic impact of mobile technology in India 

amounted to approximately US $115 billion in value-added 

terms, representing an economic contribution of  around 5.5 

per cent of the country’s GDP last year.”” It is in this 

context that infrastructure becomes important. Mobile 

networks drive inclusion and economic growth for 

consumers and businesses. Mobile coverage and the demand 

for 3G and 4G connections is set to multiply manifold by 

2020, which would need adequate investment in 

infrastructure. He explained by saying that fair pricing is 

essential for the service providers to invest in infrastructure, 

if we have to meet the increasing demand of the sector. The 

GSMA Chief has said that he hopes the government would 

set up “realistic prices” for the auction, which would 

maximise economic and social gains. The government has 

also not explained its rationale behind fixing higher prices 

going against the recommendation of TRAI and GSMA. 

Without having a fair pricing and auction process in place 

the government will find it very difficult to accomplish its 

mission of digital India. 

 

http://www.governancenow.com/news/regular-story/world-

mobile-body-warns-high-spectrum-prices 

Date Accessed: 27.01.2015 

(Rohit Chauhan)  
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India to ratify convention on N-

compensation 
(Indrani Bagchi, Times of India, January 27, 2015) 

 

After the recent round of talks between American president 

Barrack Obama and Prime Minister Narendra Modi, India  

may now ratify the Vienna convention on supplementary 

compensation (CSC) for nuclear damage. The convention 

came into existence in 2010. Ever since then India fell short 

of signing this convention that provides compensation from 

an international funding pool in case of nuclear damage. 

India’s legal framework for fixing liability in case of nuclear 

damage was at odds with the convention, as a result US and 

other member nations that were to supply nuclear fuel and 

reactors claimed that it was incompatible with CSC. Under 

these circumstances suppliers didn’t provide India with fuel 

as that would have meant taking on unlimited liability.  A 

contact group was set up in September 2014 to resolve the 

liability issues by the two governments. The government 

also reached out to the US companies that could become 

suppliers.     

 

According to the latest developments, under Clause 35 of 

the Liability law victims can only sue for civil compensation 

under the Nuclear Damage Claims Commission. Foreign 

suppliers had reservations with Article 46 which fixed 

liability on both suppliers and operators. Now the 

government has decided that the article would apply only to 

the operators, who would also be liable to be prosecuted 

under environmental laws. It is now set to come out with a 

legal memorandum which would limit liability for suppliers 

and would keep the claims under the civil liability of nuclear 

damage act (CLNDA). 

 

Also, the government is hoping that the insurance pool 

would address the demands of article 17B on supplier 

liability. An insurance pool would be created where five 

public sector insurance firms will pool Rs 750 crore, in 

addition to Rs 750 crore that would be supplied by the 

government. Following this, companies will buy insurance 

premium that will add to the insurance pool. The new deal 

between the two governments has made it easier for 

companies like Westinghouse and GE to invest in India. 

 

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/India-to-ratify-

convention-on-N-compensation/articleshow/46025105.cms 

Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 

(Rohit Chauhan)  

 

 

 

 

 

Medical Bill Rising, Ministry Plans to 

Shift to Health Insurance Scheme 
(Abantika Ghosh, IndianExpress, January 29,2015) 

 

The health ministry has moved a proposal to end the Central 

Government Health Scheme (CGHS) and replace it with an 

insurance-based-scheme- the Central Government 

Employees and Pensioners Health Insurance Scheme 

(CGEPHIS). Under the new scheme funds paid to 

beneficiaries would be provided by insurance companies 

registered under the Insurance Regulatory and Development 

Authority and selected through bidding. Under the CGHS 

model government employees paid Rs 6,000 annually for 

fixed medical allowance (FMA). A revised FMA figure for 

the new scheme is yet to be calculated. The governments 

financial commitment at the moment is a presumptive Rs 

14,000 per family that comes to about Rs 1,000 crore 

annually, though the final figure would depend on bids and 

the new FMA. 

 

The scheme is set to cover expenses up to Rs 5 lakh per 

family per year. “Beyond that, the insurer will have to get 

clearance from the nodal agency on a case to case basis. An 

additional sum insured of Rs 10 crore in each of the four 

zones will be provided by the insurer as buffer for such 

cases.” The CGHS has no annual caps and each procedure 

has a prescribed limit for reimbursements under it. Existing 

employees would now be given the option of CGHS and 

CGEPHIS; however it would me made compulsory for new 

employees.  The proposal for the new scheme goes back to 

2011. It was revived by the NDA government on coming to 

power. However former Health Minister Dr. Harsh Vardhan 

was opposed to the idea for it would mean higher burden on 

the exchequer. The total number of CGHS beneficiaries is 

36, 67,765. The new scheme would be a pan India in its 

coverage unlike CGHS which covers 25 cities. All diseases, 

including pre-existing ones, and in case of transplants, 

expenses incurred for the donor or processing of cadavar 

organ will be covered. Interestingly, the Rashtriya Swasthya 

Bima Yojana, which was run by the labour ministry so far, 

will be under the health ministry from April 1, as it moves 

from an insurance-based scheme to a trust-based scheme. 
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http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-others/medical-

bill-rising-ministry-plans-to-shift-to-health-insurance-

scheme/2/ 

Date Accessed: 30.01.2015 

(Rohit Chauhan) 

 

GOVERNMENT 
 

‘Reduce Food Security Benefits from 

67% to 40% Population’: Shanta 

Kumar Committee 
(Jitendra, Millenium Post, January 24, 2015) 

  

The high level committee set up to look into the 

restructuring of Food Corporation of India has 

recommended reducing the number of beneficiaries under 

the Food Security Act—from the current 67 per cent to 40 

per cent. It has also recommended allowing private players 

to procure and store food grains, stopping bonuses on 

minimum support price (MSP) paid by states to farmers, and 

adopting cash transfer system so that MSP and food subsidy 

amounts can be directly transferred to the accounts of 

farmers and food security beneficiaries. After coming to 

power, the National Democratic Alliance (NDA) had set up 

a six-member committee headed by former food and 

consumer affair minister, Shanta Kumar, to suggest 

restructuring or unbundling of FCI to improve its financial 

management and operational efficiency in procurement, 

storage and distribution of food grains.  

  

The committee has recommended that FCI should involve 

itself in full-fledged grains procurement only in those states 

which are poor in procurement. It has recommended 

measures to ease entry of private players in the business of 

procurement of grains. This would be done by putting an 

end to the practice of states giving bonuses on crop MSP to 

farmers, and restricting taxes and statutory levies on food 

grains at uniform to 3 per cent of MSP. The committee has 

recommended full deregulation of fertiliser sector and calls 

for providing cash fertiliser subsidy of Rs 7,000 per hectare 

to farmers. The committee has recommended revisiting 

MSP policy. It says the government should focus on MSP of 

pulses and oilseed. The committee also recommends clear 

and transparent liquidation policy for buffer stock. 

  

The most important highlight of the report, however, is the 

recommendation on food security. It recommends a relook 

at coverage of 67 percent of population under the existing 

Food Security Act. It recommends restricting food security 

benefit to 40 per cent of the population. It also seeks to link 

subsidised price of cereals to MSP price. The committee 

recommends gradual introduction of cash transfers in the 

public distribution system. “We are recommending to start 

cash transfer with large cities with more than one million 

population then extend scope to surplus grain states and then 

to deficit states,” said Kumar 

 

http://www.millenniumpost.in/NewsContent.aspx?NID=931

51 

Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 

(Devyani Bhushan) 

 

MGNREGA Used to Mainstream Coal 

Thieves 
(The Hindu, January 28, 20014) 

  

A number of schemes have been launched by the district 

authorities of Burdwan district (West Bengal) to bring 

people engaged in illegal extraction of coal from abandoned 

coal mines into the mainstream. These schemes function 

under the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment 

Generation Act (MGNREGA). 

  

People illegally mine abandoned coal mines and rat holes to 

sell coal to private companies below the market price. These 

abandoned coal mines often act as death traps for illegal 

miners, including children, due to land subsidence occurring 

from excessive excavation. 

  

Saumitra Mohan, Burdwan District Magistrate, said that the 

schemes under MGNREGA required people to participate in 
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land development and filling up of abandoned mines. On 

one hand the schemes plugged the death traps and on the 

other hand it provided them a decent income. 

  

According to the District Magistrate, “the schemes have 

produced significant result is clear by the decrease in the 

number of thefts. While 1,114 coal theft cases were recorded 

in the previous financial year, only 438 such cases were 

registered in the current financial year."  

  

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/46038492.

cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&ut

m_campaign=cppst 

Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 

(Afreen Faridi) 

 

Critical Remarks made by the Supreme 

Court on the State of Toilet Facilities in 

Andhra Pradesh and Telangana 
(India Environment Portal, January 28, 2015) 

  

The Supreme Court (SC) stressed the need for clean and safe 

toilets for girls in a written order after perusing a report on 

the state of toilets in schools in the States of Andhra Pradesh 

and Telangana. The report, which was scathing on the state 

of toilets for girls, was submitted by the committee of the 

SC. 

  

Justices Dipak Mishra and Prafulla C. Pant in a written order 

declared that an empty shell of a room that does not provide 

the user with required facilities does not make it a “toilet in 

reality.” The court noted that authorities construct a 

“structure”, call it a “toilet” and forget about it.  The SC 

Bench stated that, “It has to be borne in mind by the 

authorities of the two States that clean and safe toilets also 

help in sustaining the health conditions of the students,” the 

Bench observed.” 

  

The SC’s order finds prominence as the Prime Minister 

highlighted the importance of clean toilets for girls in his 

Independence Day speech in 2014. 

  

http://www.indiaenvironmentportal.org.in/content/405357/to

ilet-in-structure-not-a-toilet-in-reality-sc/ 

Date Accessed: 29.01.2015 

(Afreen Faridi) 

 

 

 

 

 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC 

EXCLUSION 
 

Nine of Ten Private Sector Retirees have 

No Pensions or Health Insurance 
(Saumya Tewari, SCROLL, January 27, 2015) 

 

Recent reports released by Crisil, a rating agency 92% of 

employees who retire from the private sector in India have 

no income security or health insurance. Private sector 

provides pensions only for 8% of its employee. The report 

has raised several concerns related to aging and inability of 

country to provide income to a large section of retired 

population. The report says, “the government cannot afford 

to ensure social pensions to a large populace that is also 

increasing along with life expectancy.” 

 

India Spend have also raised similar concerns. According to 

them other than focusing on employment generation and 

skill development, India also needs to focus on ensuring 

financial stability for the current young generation. “With 

falling fertility rates, old age dependency ratio will rise in 

the coming decades, and it will be fiscally burdensome to 

support the aged.” 

 

The Crisis report suggests avoiding fiscal burdens on Indian 

economy and increase in private pension cover in future. 

According to the report, “Ageing population adds as a fiscal 

cost. Currently, that cost is 2.2% of GDP in India. And since 

we know that India’s population is going to be ageing in the 

future, policy demands that the burden should not increase. 

The scenario built by Crisil works out to 3.4% of GDP in 

2030 and 2.6% of GDP in 2050.” 

 

http://scroll.in/article/702024/9-of-10-private-sector-

retirees-have-no-pensions-or-health-insurance 

Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 

(Jeet Singh) 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
 

India unwilling to be treated at par with 

China on CO2 emissions 
(Chetan Chauhan, Hindustan Times, January 27, 2015) 

 

The recently concluded visit of American President Barrack 

Obama was expected to result in a climate deal on the lines 

of the US-China agreement on emission cuts. However, the 

current government resisted the idea of accepting a peak 

year for emissions for it would have lead to India being 

placed in the same bracket as China on carbon emissions. 
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The US wanted India to make a commitment on a peak year 

when a new climate treaty is to be signed in Paris next year. 

 

China is currently the world’s biggest carbon emitter, while 

India is fourth where per capita emissions are one third of 

China’s. US officials said that they wouldn’t give any more 

funds for climate finance as their country already provides 

$1 billion to the Indian Renewable Energy Development 

Agency (IREDA). India is also trying to engage the US for 

providing funds for adapting to climate change to 

developing and least developed countries. India has also 

refused to make any bilateral commitment until it submits its 

intended domestically determined contributions (INDC’s) to 

fight climate change to the UN. “India is likely to make its 

plan of generating 1,00,000 MW of solar power and 55,000 

MW of wind power as part of its INDCs, apart from saving 

upto 20,000 MW of power from introducing energy efficient 

systems.” Even though a climate change deal couldn’t be 

made, the US has committed to invest in India’s plan to 

generate 1, 00, 000 MW of solar power by 2019. 

 

http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/no-indo-us-

climate-deal-india-not-willing-to-treated-at-par-with-china-

on-carbon-emissions/article1-1310900.aspx 

Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 

(Rohit Chauhan) 

 

Khamranga Beel Struggling for 

Survival 
(Sivasish Thakur, The Assam Tribune, January 25, 2015) 

 
Lack of intervention from authorities to curb industrial and 

quarry activities near Khamranga Beel located at 

Chandrapur in Assam,has led to degradation of the wetland. 

of. As a result, many birds that frequented the wetland are 

no longer recorded here. 

 
Conservation of the wetland is crucial as it forms the “part 

of the Amchang wildlife sanctuary landscape, forming a 

single, contiguous conservation belt.” Critically endangered 

birds like white-backed vulture, slender-billed vulture, and 

spot-billed pelican were located here. Beside birds, 

elephants are also dependent on it for survival. Moloy 

Baruah of Early Birds noted that not including Khamranga 

in Amchang’s wildlife boundary has put wetlands out of the 

forest reserve, something that is inseparable from a 

conservation point of view because they are dependent on 

each other. If the wetlands were included in the forest 

reserve, it would have earned a higher conservation value. 

 
“As of now, almost half of Khamranga is covered with a 

thick layer of water hyacinth, severely hampering the 

wetland’s bio-productivity.” Over-fishing, stone quarry 

activities in close-by areas may have disastrous 

consequences for the wetland and the forests. 
http://www.assamtribune.com/scripts/detailsnew.asp?id=jan

2615/at056 
Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 
(Shriyam Gupta) 
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GENDER 
 

Army Pitches for Permanent 

Commission of Women 
(Daily Pioneer, January 28, 2015) 

 

The Indian Army has officially supported the long-standing 

demands of female Army officers. They have been 

demanding changes in service rules so that they can be 

granted permanent commission in different branches of 

Indian Army. Currently women are employed only as Short 

Service Commission Officers and they retire after serving 

14 years. They are not entitled to absorbed in permanent 

commission where as their male counterparts can get 

permanent commission after putting in five years of service 

as SSC officers.  

 

In a recent development “the Army has sent a proposal to 

the Defence Ministry for changing the terms and conditions 

of the service of women officers so that permanent 

commission can be granted to them. At present, they serve 

in various non-combat units like Army Education Corps, 

Engineers Regiment, Army Aviation Corps, Intelligence 

Corps, Army Service Corps and Army Ordnance Corps.” 

However, women are eligible for permanent commission in 

branches like Judge Advocate General(JAG) and Education 

Corps.   

 

Talking with the all- women contingent which took part in 

Republic Day Parade, Army chief General Dalbir Singh 

Suhag conveyed the Army’s recommendation for permanent 

commission in other branches.  

 

http://www.dailypioneer.com/nation/army-pitches-for-

permanent-commission-of-women.html 

Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 

(Jeet Singh) 
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INDIA IN THE WORLD 
 

India, US Disagree Over Food Security 
(The Economic Times, January 29, 2015) 

  

This article highlights the disagreements that arose between 

India and the US at the first informal meeting held in 

Geneva in order to find a permanent solution on public 

stockholding for food security in developing countries. The 

G-33 countries, led by India and including China, demand 

that public stockholding for food security purposes should 

come under the "Green Box" which implies domestic 

support for agriculture that causes minimal or no trade 

distortion. G-33 comprises developing countries that 

coordinate on trade and economic issues. However, other 

countries, including the US and Australia are of the opinion 

that price support is by definition market distorting. 

  

G-33’S primarily proposes that acquisition of stocks of 

foodstuff by developing nations with an objective of 

supporting low-income producers should not be included in 

the calculation of Aggregate Measurement of Support 

(AMS), or the so "trade distorting domestic support. The 

difference between procurement price and the external 

reference price is treated as a subsidy to the farmer and 

included in the AMS. There is contention regarding the 

calculation of the AMS. Besides, the external reference price 

is still calculated on the 1986-88 prices. Since prices have 

risen dramatically since then, this effectively limits the 

governments from providing support to their small farmers. 

  

The US has expressed its disappointment that the G-33, has 

re-submitted a proposal that was previously rejected. 

However, India has argued that the proposal was never 

rejected. The EU acknowledges the legitimate concerns, of 

both food security and trade distorting impact. India’s law-

bound food security programme is a key welfare measure 

that provides subsidies to consumers through the PDS, and 

the producers of food grains and also subsidises inputs like 

electricity to help alleviate poverty. Such initiatives of the 

governments were protected through an interim peace clause 

in November 2014 that legally protected existing 

stockholding programmes of developing countries. 

However, a long-term solution that needs to be negotiated 

does not seem likely. 

  

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/

india-us-disagree-over-food-

security/articleshow/46047979.cms  

Date accessed: 28.01.2015 

(Kasturi Mishra) 

Doubts Hang Over Indo-US Nuclear 

Agreement 
(The Hindu, January 28, 2014) 

  

Clouds of doubt still loom over the civil nuclear agreement 

between India and the United States. The details of the 

“breakthrough understanding” achieved in the Indo-U.S. 

civil nuclear agreement is yet to be conveyed to the U.S. 

nuclear suppliers. Moreover, the U.S. nuclear suppliers still 

haven’t been informed of any dates for being briefed on the 

issue of publicly funded insurance pool and how it’ll resolve 

the vendor’s concerns regarding Section 46 of the Indian 

Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act. 

  

As per experts, the $244 million proposed for the publicly 

funded insurance pool can be used to indemnify supplies 

against claims set under Section 17(b) of the liability law. 

However, the experts remain sceptic whether “a 

memorandum of law could supersede the statue.” 

  

Indian officials firmly denied any suggestions “that the 

language of the liability law could be changed to 

accommodate U.S. nuclear suppliers’ concerns.” In this 

context, experts say that there will be a need to “read down” 

the meaning of Section 46 of the law which grants victims 

the right to tort remedies. 

  

Doubts over assurances given to U.S. vendors remains as 

it’s still unknown whether the “breakthrough understanding” 

will be needed to be followed up by a “legislative 

undertaking”. Only the Parliament or the courts have the 

power to interpret statues, so it remains within their power 

to make or break the deal. 

  

http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/fog-hangs-over-

nuclear-breakthrough/article6827688.ece 

Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 

(Afreen Faridi) 
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 INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 
 

China Urges India to Take Steps to 

Satisfy Standards of Nuclear Group 
(Natalie Thomas, Sui-Lee Wee and Robert Birsel, 

Reuters, January 26, 2015) 

 
After Obama affirmed support for India to join the Nuclear 

Supplier Group (NSG), China urged it to satisfy standards of 

global organization that controls atomic exports. China’s 

Foreign Ministry spokesperson stated that any new 

membership would require careful consideration by all its 

members.  

 
The 48 nations NSG was established in 1975 to ensure that 

civilian nuclear trade are not diverted for military needs. 

Though India has not formally requested to join the group, 

United States, Britain and other members have argued to 

allow India to join the group. 

 
Critics have raised concern on India’s membership, as it 

would be the only member to have not signed the Non-

Proliferation Treaty (NPT), an agreement to prevent nations 

from acquiring nuclear weapons. Allowing India to join the 

group could erode credibility of NPT. Some analysts point 

out that China may have issue with India’s involvement, as 

the former is closer to Pakistan. 

 
http://in.reuters.com/article/2015/01/26/china-india-nuclear-

idINKBN0KZ14Y20150126 
Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 
(Shriyam Gupta) 
 

Lack of Funds Forces UN Agency to 

Halt Gaza Programme for Repairs to 

Destroyed Homes 
(United Nations News Centre, January 27, 2015) 

 
UN Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA) working with 

Palestine refugee in Middle East announced that it would 

call off its cash assistance to help reconstruction of homes 

due to lack of funds. It noted that destruction of about $720 

million took place in Gaza last summer. To address the 

immediate needs of shelter and homes $100 million is 

required for in the first quarter of 2015. 

 
It is unclear as to why the funding has been slow. Robert 

Turner, the agency's Director in Gaza noted that of the 

promised $5.4 billion at Cairo last October by international 

community, ‘virtually none’ has reached Gaza. 

 
So far the agency has provided $77 million to 66,000 

Palestine refugees to help reconstruct and repair houses. 

Remaining funds are now being used in reconstruction of 

totally destroyed homes. If the agency runs out funds, it will 

be unable to provide rental subsidies forcing families to turn 

to collective centers, which already has 12,000 Palestinians 

seeking shelter.  

 
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=49916#.V

MhytkttIpE 
Date Accessed: 28.01.2015 
(Shriyam Gupta)  
 

 

http://in.reuters.com/article/2015/01/26/china-india-nuclear-idINKBN0KZ14Y20150126
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OPINIONS 
 

Why Does the World Ignore the Killings 

in Nigeria by Boko Haram? 
(Economic and Political Weekly, January 24, 2015) 
 

The death of 17 cartoonists in Paris saw millions protesting, 

whereas 2000 killed by Boko Haram in Nigeria went 

unnoticed. Whatever the reasons for such indifference, we 

need to understand the genesis of crises in Nigeria. 
Based in Borno province, Boko Haram was founded in 2002 

by Mohammed Yusuf to work on poverty of Muslims in the 

area. Despite having rich oil reserves, the country is really 

poor with poverty ranging from 75% to 27% in the country. 

Chris Ngwodo, notes that Boko Haram is a symptom of 

failed government and irresponsibility of people in power 

that has caused social chaos. 

 
Ethnic violence in a diverse country of 350 communities 

with over 250 languages is not new but Boko Haram has 

gone beyond. It is even difficult to define the organization in 

absolute terms. “Is it an Islamist terror group with wider 

connections with other such groups? Or is it a secessionist 

group using violence to achieve its end of setting up an 

Islamic state in the northern part of Nigeria?” 

 
Data shows that since 2009, the organization has killed 

13,000 people and displaced 1.5 million. The world did note 

some of its crime, like kidnapping of 200 girls, but nothing 

concrete has been done about it. Recently, they massacred 

2000 people in Baka but the Nigerian government claim that 

only 150 people have died. Areas controlled by the 

organization are no go areas for press and available 

information is partial and unreliable. 

 
Though the United States has declared it a terrorist 

organization, its association with other Islamist groups has 

not been established. Nigerians who do not support the 

organization are also disillusioned by the government 

response to the organization, which is only military in 

nature. This strategy may be counter-productive and only 

lead to mare violence. 
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The Draft National Health Policy 2015 

Needs to Pay more Attention to the 

Basics of Healthcare 
(Economic and Political Weekly, January 24, 2015) 

 
Every year 63 million people in India face poverty due to 

health care cost. In this regard, the government proposal to 

make health care a ‘right’ to every citizen in the proposed 

National Health Policy will become crucial. The new policy 

has parallels with the Right to Education. “The parallels 

with healthcare are many…insistence on poor parents on 

their children attending private schools, however badly run; 

the beeline to private hospitals even by poor patients; and 

the small and large glitches in the implementation of the 

law.” The lesson is that implementation remains a major 

challenge in such policy. 

 
Draft policy proposes to increase the expenditure on 

healthcare to 2.5% of GDP and to cover the costs by 

initiating a health cess on tobacco and alcohol. But will that 

cover the increased costs? It promises universal access to 

free drugs even though it recognizes that current 

programmes leave 75% non-communicable diseases out of 

coverage. Moreover, it broadens the definition of primary 

healthcare and identifies key areas to increase community 

participation. While it recognizes shortcoming in the health 

sector, it does not state forms of intervention required to 

achieve a better system. 
There is only a limited mention of Mental Health in the 

draft, which is suffering from major delinquencies (0.47 

psychologists per million people).  Major attention needs to 

be attributed to this section considering the mental health 

situation in country has not been addressed. 

 
Indian public health needs basic infrastructure, paramedical 

personnel, implementation of insurance schemes like the 

Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana and promoting computer 

based care. Drug procurement and distribution along with 

issues of corruption will need special attention. Private 

health care in the country needs regulation. The government 

needs to show a commitment to sorting out the current leaks 

before the claim to make the right to health a justiciable 

right. 
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